
 



 

BACKGROUND 

The Cycling Advocates Network and BikeNZ have been funded by the NZ 

Transport Agency to develop and deliver Road User Workshops and a Share The 

Road Campaign. This work, plus a Cycling Skills Training program, managed by 

BikeNZ, is to be undertaken between now and 30 June 2012 and will be overseen 

by a Joint Steering Group consisting of leaders from the Cycling Advocates Network 

and BikeNZ. Together these projects are known as the Safer Cycling Program. 
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The Safer Cycling Program has been set up to fund the development and subsidise 

pilot Road User Workshops.  The Road User Workshops aims to provide bus and 

truck drivers with cycling insights to achieve a safer roading environment for all 

road users. 

 

Road User Workshops have already been successfully trialed in Wellington, 

Christchurch and Auckland. Feedback from initial workshops indicates that they 

provide an excellent level of education and encourage participant dialogue, which 

promotes learning beyond the classroom. It also gives bus and truck drivers an 

opportunity to communicate with cyclists, which has resulted in the creation of 

“Safety tips for cyclists, bus and truck drivers”. 
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Road User Workshop 
The Road User Workshop is a half-day road safety workshop, which aims to give 

participants an understanding of the issues that face cyclists every day. It has both 

classroom and practical aspects. The workshop includes: 

• An experience of cycling in real road conditions, guided by experienced cyclists 

• A facilitated discussion and feedback to review that experience 

The purpose of the workshop is “To bring professional drivers and cyclists together 

to increase awareness and empathy for the road safety issues that face cyclists in 

the city”. 

 

BENEFITS 
A chance for truck drivers and cyclist to talk about on road experiences, and give 

feedback to each-other in a structured way. 

Understand the needs of the trucking industry and cycling community to reduce 

incidents and create a safer roading environment for all. 

Start a positive dialogue between local cycling groups and trucking representatives 

that can be used in the future. 

An exchange of personal experience of the trucking and cycling worlds that is more 

likely to lead to lasting change. 

COST 

The first courses will be run with a subsidy made possible by the NZ Transport 

Agency.  
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